Stellar Hearth Product’s Custom Fireplace Program

offers a vast array of solutions for those unique hearth projects where the ordinary just won’t do.

Flexible and with fully-customizable design features, the program allows for fireplaces to be custom-made to virtually any shape, size and style.
UL-Certified Custom Fireplace Program

Creative architectural designs can present many challenges when bringing the fireplace from a grand concept on paper into reality. Most manufactured fireplaces don’t have the flexibility in size, or dramatic options, needed when a fireplace design sits outside the standard parameters.

Stellar Hearth Products will work with you directly to customize the perfect size and design of the fireplace for your unique projects, creating the perfect fire feature.

Safe-T-Touch Glass
No Mesh Required
Double-Paned Glass
Safe For Curious Hands And Just Warm To The Touch
Combustible Materials Allowed
Up To The Glass Opening
Combustible Mantel Allowed
At The Top Of The Glass Opening
1” Framing Clearance To Sides And Back
6” Framing Clearance To Top
Up To 6’ Tall Opening and 4’ Deep Firebox

Open Hearth (No Glass)
1” Framing Clearance To Sides And Back
6” Framing Clearance To Top
Up To 2’ Tall Opening and 4’ Deep Firebox

Venting
All Units Powervented Using B-Vent Pipe
110’ Maximum Run
With Up To Eleven 90° Elbows
Allowed to elbow down as much as 6’

Seven Design Types
Available in: Safe-T-Touch Glass (Standard or Curved) and Open Hearth (No Glass)

GAS•FIRED c@us LISTED

DO YOU WANT SOMETHING TRULY UNIQUE?
WE CAN DO IT!

CONTACT STELLAR HEARTH DIRECTLY AT 952-224-4072
Optional Design Features

The optional design features not only enhance the natural beauty of the flames, but give your customers a wonderful option to create a dramatic focal point in any room. Alone, or in combination with each other, the mirrors, lights and/or customized etched glass give the fireplace a unique personality all its own.

**Bronze or Smoked Mirrored Walls**
Create a stunning effect of multiple fires and a look that changes from every angle.

**Media Bed LED Lighting**
The lights have an infinite amount of colors, patterns, and dancing lights options (with musical synchronicity) from an app that can be downloaded to your smartphone or iPad.

**Customized Etched Glass**
A glass piece in the firebox base that can be lit from below, the perfect way to promote a restaurant, university, hotel, business, brand or even family name in a stylish and creative way.

---

A Variety Of Burner Choices, Including Elevated Burners For Taller Openings

*Elevated burners shown on back cover*

**Ribbon Burner**
Shown as the right with the optional reflective mirrored walls, the single linear flame down the long axis is our most popular modern look and the reflections give the illusion of multiple fires. The double-paned glass (Safe-T-Touch) enhances the flames even more, bouncing flames back and forth off the glass, creating a fantastic view that changes from every angle.

**Glass Tube Burner**
Winner of the Best In Show Vesta Award™ at the Hearth, BBQ and Patio Expo in Nashville 2015, this spectacular glass tube burner is mesmerizing. Suspended in the middle of a firebox, the reflections within give an illusion that there is water running through the glass tube and the flame floating a few inches above of the glass tube. Shown here with option LED glass ember lights, custom logo etched on a glass accent panel and decorative treated metal firebox liner.

**Woodburning and Driftwood Log Set Options**
unique logs (and up to the 8" mark) before any are repeated. The amazing detail in the design of the logs and standard lighted ember bed, adds to the realistic illusion of a woodburning fire.
The new driftwood log set option has the largest variety and size of logs on the market today. Used with a ribbon burner, when installed with the optional mirrors and LED media lights, the logs and flames multiply filling up the entire firebox.

---

Glass tube burner shown with customized etched glass, mirrored back wall panels and media bed LED lighting.
Elevated and Suspended Burners for Larger Fireplace Openings

Custom see-through fireplace (10’H x 12’W) with elevated wave burner. Upclose image of the burner on front cover.

Elevated and suspended burners are a dramatic way to fill out the space for larger fireplaces with taller viewing areas. Take the flames and your own creativity to new heights and design a truly unique look for your needs.

Suspended Straight Burner
Elevated Straight Burner
Suspended Wave Burner
Elevated Wave Burner

Elevated and Suspended Burners

Stellar Hearth Products
is division of Hearth & Home Technologies

The award-winning team has won multiple hearth industry awards for fireplace innovation, and also has an exciting line of direct vent gas fireplaces and gas fireplace inserts that have succeeded in breathing new life into an industry where all the fireplaces started looking the same.

We invite you to check out our other fine products at www.stellarhearth.com.

Stellar Hearth Products - 16873 Fish Point Rd SE – Prior Lake, MN - 55372
(E) info@stellarhearth.com  (P) 952.224.4072

For more information on where you can buy Stellar Hearth Products locally, please contact: